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EXECUTWE.SUMMARY

Staff dasdized admiision test$ have recently becomethe sub-'

. .

ject.of.public debate. Critics-have questioned whether- the
,

4

,tests-can accurately predict future academic achievement and

whether the.testi unfairly discrimjnate'against the poor,

minorities and culturally disadVantaged students. Others have

also 'questioned the use of multiple-choice tests in ,flaking ad-

missions decisiOlis because such tests cannot reflec,i.e

Se 'student's creativity or motivation.
-1.

L
The Boston Regional Office of .the Fedefal' Trade Commls-

sion'as been investigating one important issue regarding
A

standardized admission tests whether coaching for stich tests

is effective. The investigation was 'spawned by a-concern that

commercial coaching schools were making unfair an deceptive ,

claims regarding' effectiveness. These schools/claimed that

.

their programs could help students improve,their scores on a
. .

variety of,Atandardized testsf by as much as ope hundred

points. At the same time, however, the Educational Testing0

. /

Service ("ETS"), the largest o the testmakef4, maintained

that coaching would do little.to help.
4 -

As' Part of the investigation, the Burelau of Consumer .Pro-

0( tection of the Federal T'ride CommissiOn ev luateci the eifec-

tiVeness .of two,. co coaching gdhoo s that.offered
t

prepar'ation' courses for the Schortstic Ap itude Tese'("SAT"Y.

Theresear6hers concluded that onrof the two schools-was ef-

Ab '
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fectkve in'raising its students' scores a.average of 'approxi-

.
mately twenty -five points each on both the verbal and mathemat-

ical Sections of'the test. These findings led the staff of

,the Boston Regional Office to review other'research op

coaching for the SATo. Staff found that a number of other

studies -some funded by the sp4sor.Of the -SAT itself, the Col-

iege Board - had also shownthat students could make signifi-

cant gains On the- SAT as a r% ftsult of participating in -a
,

coaching program.

.

The question of whether coaching for the SAT is effective

,is an important one because .of the role that the SAT plays in

college admissions decisions. In a recent survey, 42% of 'the

private four year colleges )and 37.9% of the public four .year
.

coliXegea responding indicated that they had minimum SAT score

requirements. below which applicants generally are not

considered eligible for admission. In light of the emphasis

that students, high schools, colleges and even ,communities

place on the results of the, SAT, Boston Regional Office staff

reviewed the descriptive materials regarding the SAT which are

p2Ivided to students and schools each year by ETS and College

Board. Staff wanted to determine whether the materiali fully

and accurately described the passible benefits .of coaching. As.

a result of that review anddiscussions with ETS and College

Board, the Boston Regional Office concluded that there was

cause bar concern. Though the harsh criticism of coaching
. ,
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.that' had been levied in the late sixties had been modified in

More 'recent materials, even the 1979-80 materials did not ap-'-
,

pear to recognize .the possibility of meaningful score,gains

ineOtigh coaching. c-
4

, The'COmmission shared the Boston Regional Office's con-
1

e

cexnp about the 1979-80 materials and offered both .ETS and Col-'.
0

legeOoard an opportunity to respond to those concerns, ETS

('

Submitted a lengthy report on coaching, which included wo sta-
..

itetical 'teanalysIs of the Bureau of Consumer Protect on's
,r\

.study TheETS reanalyses largely confirmed the findings = made

by the Bureau.

. The Colleige,Board submitted the descriptive materials on,

I the SAT prepared fOr the 1980-81 testing year. The4Materials

included'a one page message on coaching sent to .high schools

which, for the first time, provides a more comprehensive expla-
v

.natiOnof the,p6ssible benefits of coaching. The Message`ree-

ognizes that there are differenttypes oaf coaching programs

and acknowledges that different results m occur. The mes-

s
-.' : c

itgevexplains that 'some.programs had b found to produce 1
. ..

oga.irm 'of 'about 1p points on the venal section and 15 points

,

, /on. ,Xhe'imiihematical section, whi e others had` resulted

in, inweases as high as 25-30 points on a,section of

100*SikT. While the messa may not reflect the still greater
.4$

increaes found in som= studies of coaching, it represents

arLimportant mre toward full disclosuie-. The other more

, . .it
..
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traditional materials on the SAT,.whichinclude a-gOide

and bulletin for students and a guide for. high ,school counselors

and admissions officers, do not parallel the new message.

These materials appear to recognize the findings made in

alimited number of studies and acknowledge on:ly the 10

and 15fpoi'nt gains from coaching. The mat.erials:do not

.reflect the fact that some types of.coaching cbn.,result

in greater -gains. By letter to staff. of the Commission,

College Board has indicated its intention to revise such

aescriptive
;

materials in the future:

A finding that coaching can be, effsc,tive for a

standardized admission test such as the SAT has far-reaching

educational implicatiins.. Questions are raised about the mean-

ing,of an examination'desfgned to measure verbal and mathemfti-
%

cal abilities said to be developed over a lifetime of learning

if scores can be meaningfully changed a few weeWsor
.

months. Questions of fairness are also raised ifaoacOmg can. .4.
.

'have a substantial impact on scores but such-cdaching is

not equally available to all students, particularly the

less affluent. Much research remains-to be'done'before
1

these questions' can begin to be addressed. More must' be ,

4 . - ,,..4

known about what precisely the SAT.mOsures anprwhy coaching
$.4 .4-

... ..

can help students achieve meaningful score gains. '41cstre

must be known about the availability of Coachng:. Mate

'must be learned about the kinds 'of students who,Miay4benefii.

r- r
A ,
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the most from S coaching program and what impact unequal

access to coaching may have od students' access to higher

education.

As a law enforcement agency charged with protecting the
4

public from unfair and deceptive practices, the Federal Trade

Commission has concentrated its efforts on 'assuring that orga-

,nisationi involved in thektandardized testing industry make

full and fiair disclosure regarding the coaching' issue. The

educational policy questions raised by the Federal Trade

. Commission's investigation into the coaching issue are ones

which should be addressed4by those with the mandate and

greater expertise in this importarit area.
.
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' I. Introduction

4

Standardized admission tests Ware.recently become the
*

focus of much attention. The validity and value of sqch tests ,

has been the.subject of public debate. Congress, as well as

many state legislatures, has teen considering disClosure leg-

islation regarding these tests. The Federal Trade Commission

has conducted. an investigation into one important issue

regarding standardized admission .tests -the effectiveness

of special dorAparationfor such testis. Because of the r e

that standardized admission tests play in the educational

lives of-young people and in light of the Serious-educational

policy questions rliked by the coaching issue, the Boston

Regional Office believes-thatits,is important to fully

report on the Federal Trade Commission's investigation.

The views contained kn this document are those of the staff

of the Fedei.il Trade Commission. The views have not been

eormally adopted by the Commission.:

In late,1976 the Bpston Regional.. Office of the Federal

Trade Commission was authorized 4conductqn industry-

wide Investigation into the validity of claims 'made regarding
Or.

the effectiveness of'coaching. for standardized admission

tests.. The :investigation was spawned by concern that commercial

coaching' schools were misleading prospective students by

unfair and deceptive :claims of effectiveness. The, desire

to assess those claims resulted in the undertaking ofa

1

.
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A

-detailed statistical analysis' of the effe ctiveness of commercial

coaching school programs by the Federal Trade Commission's

Bure'au of Consumer Protection. That study concluded that

fox at least some students coaching for the Scholastic

Aptitude Test could be effective. A reviey"of other research

on the effectiveness of coaching for the Scholastic Aptitude-

Testmade clear that the Bureau's .positive findings were

not an isolated occurrence. Other studies had reached,.

-similar conclusions about the effectiveness of coaching.

The Bureau's positive findings raised concern as to

,hether the possible effects of coaching for the Scholastic

Aptitude Test were properly being reflected in the materials

which the testmaker, Educational Testing Service, and the

test sponsor, College Board, provided to students'and educators.

The Boston- Regional Office's review of those materials

revealeA that intense criticism of coaching had been livied .

in the materials distributed in tbelate.sixties. While

that criticismwas tempered over the ensuing years, the

overall message remained that coaching for the Scholastic.

Aptitude Test was 'unlikely to be of Any significant .benefit.,

.A.1980 message4bn coaching sent to secondary schools by
.

the College Board provides, for the first time, a More

comprehensive discussion of,the possible benefits of

various forms of coaching for the Sehplastic Aptitude

Test. Similar disclosures have not yet been made.in.other

2
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is student and educator/ deseriptive materials on the Scholastic
. ,

'Aptitude Test, although the College Board has indicated

t

. that 1981-82 materiali will contain revised.i formation"

about coaching..

7

A finding that coaching can he effective for a seinAardized

admidsion test such.as the Scholastic Aptitude Test raises

a number of very importan t educational poliEytiestions, 4
0

Though the Federal:Trade-Commission has committed its resources

to. assuring that ofganizationssinvolved in the standardized

testing industry make lull and fair disclosure regarding

the' coaching issue, it has neither the. mandate nor the

expertise to deal with all of the importaht edeicational

questions. Staff has includedya discussion of some of those

queations in this report so that the expertise-and resources

of the appropriate government agencies, as welVas private,

researchers, may be directed to finding the answers..

II. Background on the Standardized Admission Test Industry

A. Standardized Admission Tests,
4a

t

Standardized admisdionitests are professionally developed

eiominations, often administered nationwe and most often ip

multiple-choice* format, which are used in the evaluatiod of hp-

plicants for admission to'a wfde variety oE eduCational

institutions, includihg privateseconday schools, colleges

and graduate schools. each year, over a million students take

some form of standardized admission test.

.3
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--There are a number of both profit. and nonprofit corpora- .*
.

tions engaged in` the development of standardized admissiOn'
, . .

tests. The tests 'involved in our investigation were developed
.4

, . fir

by the Educational Testing Service ("ETS").. STS, a nonprofit
. ,

a

A

corporation located. in Prindeton, New Jersey, with reported
.

!revenues of over ninety -million dollars for its 1979 fiscal

year, 1 is t helargest teetmaker and administrator 6f
.

standardized admission tests in the nation. Its tests

fnclude.the Secondary School Admission Test, used for grades

six through eleven, the'Scholastic'Aptitude Test ("SAT"),
.

used by. colleges and univessitis throughout. the country,

tt6 Law Scpool Admilsion Tegt ("LSAT"), used inlaw school

admissions, and thetGraduate Record Examinations, used
,

by graduate schools of various types: Organizations of. ,

educators and educational institutionstsponsor eaCh-oi 1'

,

. ,

these tests. For example, the College Board, a nonprofit

pemberihip organization comprised of collgges, schools,

school systems and education assobiationssponsor.s the

SAT and the Law School Admission Council, a nonprofit

membership organization bf law school representatives, sponsors
,

the LSAT.

a

1 '1979 Annual Report 22 (E6u+.ional.Testing Service
,3 1980). /-

4
31,
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Si. Coaching for Standardized Admission Test;

-f
Special preparatiomfor standardize() admission tests,

V
,

<Often referred 'to as "coaching," can take deny forms., Coaching'
t 4 '

can be as simplea's a few haurs'of.drill on 'test questions
. . A

pitterned after those expected to be, on the standardized amis-,
. 4 4,4

iien test. It can also be much'more'intensivi'and.comPlex,
4

including review 'of thi Substantive contente tested by

the exam, as well as instuction on'test-taking strategies and

practice on sample testi, Coaching programs are offerbd by p
, .

,
;

iarietx.of Ovjaniiations, including commercial coaching

schools, community groups, private tutou, and, in some cases,

by secohdary schools and colleges.
'

.The Boston Regional Office's initialinvestigatien
. .

kinto the coaching issue found that commercial coaching

courses were being offered in every state and in vixtuall

every major-city or college campus throughout the country.

Tuition costs for such courses have ranged from less. 'than

$50 ,to at least $300. Some of ehese.scilools provide'no

more than a_weekeli'd Of instruction, while others provide

'over forty hours'of in-class time, aspeell as homework

materials and practice tapes. s

.

III-. Importance of the.Coaching issue'

". The question ,of whether coaching for standardized admis-

sion tests is effective.iS imporWILLboth to the students
miry

whose abilities are being evalated by the tests and to

1

5
.

.
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the schools thottse the tests as-at least one basis by which

to, evaluate applicants for admission. Students concerned with

maximizing' their chances for admission tO the schools of their

, ..
choiqe want, t6 know whether time and money would be *ell spent

.

. .

know 'On special.ineparation. Schools need to n as much as possi-

ble about the coaching issue in considering what weight they
. .

. -.

will give to standardized admission tests in making admissions
,

aid pladement decisions. As a practical:matter, the more
.

extensively schools rely on standardized test scores in making ',

admissions ,decisions, the more important the questidn of

coaching's effectiveness becomes:'
4

Beqause the major focus of the investigation has been

on, coaching for the SAT, it is important ti) discuss more

fully here the role that"theSAY.plays in colleg% admissions

decisions. The SAT is taken 81, over a million students a.

-each 'year. It is part'o4 f the application process.at hundreds

of ptivate and public Colleges and universities throughout
t . 4 f

the country.2 The SAT consists of multipleLchoice questions,
.

with 44parate'mathematical and verbal scores reported on 4.f-

t

a scaleof 200 to b-00.3 For students in the 1978 graduating

-2 .Peterson's Annual Guide to Undergraduate Study: 1980
Edition 37-59 (J.Hunter ed; 1979) thereinafter-cited-
as Peterson's Guide) .

3 Educational Testing Seivice, ATP Guide for High
Schools and Colleges 1979-81,,at 4, 8 (College Entrance
Examination Board 1980.

1 6
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class, the

of 430 and

the SAT as

fiftieth percentile rank was a verbal score

t-:
a mathematical score of. 470.4 5TS descrik

N
;40

measuring "developed v rbal and,mathe'mAtical'

reasoning abilktielikat are, related to successful`-im&formance

71my
io college."5. Its purpose is said to be to, serve as a

predictor of academic performance in colldgk6-

The precise role which the gAT'pliis in'tiVdollegeadirdi- 4416

sions process is currently the subject of,some controversy.
4

Critids of the test are concerned that it plays too imprtanbt).,
.

.

a role in those decisions.? In responding to such oonCesuist,-,

4 Id.at 15. ,

5 Id. .at 4.

J.

6 Id. at 21. ,The degree te'which3the SAT accurately
12Tedicts college performance has recently been the
'subject of heated debate. Two recent pub/icatioh
Strenuou,siy challenged the predictiye validity of .r
the test. -W. Slack &,D. Porter, The Scholastic
Aptitude Test: A Critical Appraisal," 50 Harv..Ed.-
Rev. 154, at 164,-69 41980) ; A..Nairni&Aslociates,.
The Reign of ETS: T e .Corp6iatiop%that. Makes Up Minds
55-160 (1980). Rex Jackson OZ:ga'S responded to
the Slack and Porter article in-5.,,e"The Scholastic Aptitude
.Test: A Response to Slack and Po'rter's 'Critical Appraial',"
50 Harv. Ed. Rev. 382 (t980), to which. ,Slack and
Porter responded in "Training.," Validity, and the Issue e

of Aptituder A Reply to Jacksbn," 50 Harv. Ed. Rev:
392 (1980). ETS responded,to Nairn's criticism in
two February 1980 pamphlets, Test Use and Validity
and Test Scores- and Family Income. t'

7 See, e.q.s, A. Nairn & Associates, The Reignof ETS:
fEW Corporation that Makes Up Minds, 5-14, 47-50 (1980)';.
Dean Vito Perrone of the Center for Teaching and Learning..
at ale University of 'North Dakota ezeprissed concern

. about undue reliance on the test because of the impact
1 (Footnote Continued)

.

1
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e
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ETS-taehoted that admissions officers have been advised'by.

'ETS nd College BoardAthat test..scores should not be the sole

factor used in making an admissionsdedision and that recent

data indicates that colleges today are simply not very

t

selectiVe, that mostadmit a large proportion of their

% A 19,79 survey conducted by the College Board. and the

American' Associationlof Collegiate Registrars and Admiss.ions

Officers_sheds some light on the isdue.,. Of the collegei

irespondng which indicaiePthat they did not have open-

door policies, only 1.8% said that admiisions test scores

were the dingle most important factor in making admissions .

.c1

7 (Footnote-Continiled).
.

. p

on po9r and minOrity st d Bits . Truth in Testing Act
of 1979; The Educational Testjnq Act of 1979: Hearings

Zleme tlryc Secondary, and Vocational Education of
on 3564'and H.R. 4949 before the Suboomm. on

.

6 .

the House ComMrttee on Education and Labor, 96th Cong.;
1st Sea*. 455-59 (1979), (Appendix to the prepared statement

Cof Vito Perrone Dean, Center for Teaching and Learning,
Universityof North Dakota). (Hereinafter references
to the r4cord in the hearings are cited'as eerin s

.,on Testing.] Paul Pottinger, Executive Di ctor of
the National Center for the Study of Profesdions,
'expressed concern About ,reliance on:standardized admission
tests .in general: "Multiple-choice aptitude tests
are unfair because they fail to assess the more critical

. aspecislof competence that,determine how effective
1 students 'could be as workers and proddctivg citizens."
Hearingieon Testing, supra at 475.

,
. 6

8 Educational Testing Service,;Tedt Use and-Validity
11:12 (February 1980). .

.
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dcisi,ons. -However, 56.6% of those colleges cited admissions

..tost.sdoies as a 'yew. iMportant'factor and 33.1% cited

them ae*one of several factors.9 PerhaiD's more importantly,

42% otthe private foir year colleges and 37.9% of the

'public four year college,s 'responding indicated that they
.

,

had minimum SAT scores below which applicants generally

.are not considered eligible for admission.10

, Other sources-also indicate that a difference in a very

small number of points on*the'SAT may, in some cases, be
A

8

very important. For example; College Board's The Cone e

Handbook 1980-431 noted the "Basis for,selection" Florida

State University was that in-state students mast have a ,42:0 ac-

ademicschool grade average and a combined score of 800 on .the

SAT.for applicants who had taken that standardized admission

. test.11 ThL numbers for out-of-state applicants were an aver-,
. p .

ag'e of approximately 3.6

,

and.a combined score of 1000.12 At

Arizona State University the'"Basis fox-. selection" was said to
,

, 9 College oard'November 1, l'979 Press Release,. Table
.1 a.

Is 10 "An Overview of Findings from the College Boaid-AACRAO
Survey of Undergraduate Admissions Policies, Practices,
and Prodaduresw 12 (Prepared for the'1979 College' Board

..Annual'Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana, October 30,
1979).

...
'

Iv The College Handbook 1980-81, at 261-62 (M.Matheson
ed., College Entrance Examination Board 1980).

12 Id.

. I.
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be rank in top 50% of graduating class or A-mitiimum.SAT
,

combined score of 930 for inAstate applicants and 010 four ;('

out-of Tstaie applicants who take 6atlexam.13 An even more
, .

complex use of minimum SAT scores is noted intthe'1981-82.11'

undergraduate application materials for Ise Univetsity

of California. The materials include what is termed the

"University Of California Freshman Eligibility .index" for

in-state applkivs. That index list§.therequite'd 14ade

point average in certain specified course albg with he

required scores "bn standardized admission tests. For" example,

if the aiiplicant has a 2.79 grade point average, the required
, .

SAT combined score is 1589., For a 3.01 griade point average,

the corresponding SAT, score, is11060. California residents
.

with grade point averages of 3,3 or above are eligible ,

for' admission regardless of any` test scores.14
V.

13 'Id. at 34.

14 University of California Undergraduate Application
Packet 198482, at 13, 15. Non-residents must have
grade point averages of 3.4 or highet in the required
secondary schodl coutses. at 16. ,The materials
note' than the University recognizes that some students
have ,not had. the Brame opportunities to prepare for
college work and'the University oftersspeOial admissions
consideration for those whocan offer evideKce of
their ability; to acheeye even though they have not
met ,traditional requirlments. 4The materials note
that such applications are encouraged even though
a limited member of persons may be admitted in that
category. Id. 18.

10 ,
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In assessing the role 6f SAT scores in coll.ege'admiisions,
'"-

it is al4o important to consider the degree to which college

. bound students rely on their SAT scores in selec.tin2 the

schools to which they will apply. The answer to this question

is not cleat.15 A 1978 survey of SAT takers notes that

16% of the students responding indicated that their test

scores had caused them to change their minds about the

kinds of schools .they' were considering; in m ost cases resulting
. .

in their lowering their' sights.16 Students clearly do

have information at hand with' which to engage in self-selection

on the basis of SAT scores.

The score report sent to each SAT taker explains- his
/-

or her score and,locates it reldtive*to the scores. of other

test takelks.17 In addition to whatevei information on

SAT scores the colleges provide in their cotaibgUes, college
/ .

reference guides include detailed information about the

,SAT scores of-enrolleefreshmen whenever' it is available.18

15 R. Hartnett & 101. Feldniesser, "'College Admissions
Testing and the -Myth of Selectivity: Unresolved Questions
and Needed Research," American Association of Higher

- Education Bulletin, march'1980, at 5-6..

16 Response Analysig Corp6ration, "SAT MonitOr Plogram"
47 (July1978).

17 Educational Testing Service, ATP Guide tor VighiaohoOls
and Colleges 1979-81, at .13-17 (College Entrance
Examination Boajd 1980)'.

18 Peterson's.'Guide, supra .1.1.2; 3, Cass & M- Birnbaum,
(Footnote Contihued)

11
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Abi .. , .

% . .HyTir review .of such reference guides, prospective. applicants
,...,

,

f ......can learn
.
that at,the California Institute of Technology

. .
.

i

* 6 1,.
' , one hundred percent of 1918-79 freshmenJmathematical scores,

.--. i i. -

orlte SAT were ¢00 or over.19 Over ninety-five percent of

.the 1978-79 freshmen SAT mathematical scores were

20

500.or

over:at the Rose -Holman Institute of Technology, Rice
j

University, 21 Stanford University, 22 and the Colorado School

of Mines.23 At Xale University', 24 Haverford College, 25

Reed College 26 and Barnard College 27 over ninety percent

of 1978-79 freshmen verbal scores were 500 or above.

The SAT is clearly viewed as an important part of

the edueetional system. Students do take their individual.
N

18 (Footnote Continued)

.Comparative Guide to American Colleges (9th
4 ed. 10-T).

19 Peterson's Guide, supra n.2, at 40.

20 Id. at 53.

21 Ia. at 52.

22 id. at 55.

23 id. at 42.

24 Id. at 59.

25 Id. at 45.

.26 Id. at 52.

27 id. at 39.
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SAT scores seriously. 28
4
eIn faci,crn has been raised .

44' '

that too many students
-
may errorleouily gauge their self-

,

I' d

worth or mental capacities by .their SAT scores.29, Secondary

schools are very concerAed a'ba'ft the average SAT scores

of Heir students30 Com-petit-We colleges tend to use

average SAT scores to evaluate the quality_of their freshmen

tlasses.31 Communities view SAT scores as at least one

28
o

See R. Moll, Playing the Private$Collese Admissions Game
'144 -46 (1979) (Moll, who has served as admissions director
at Bowdoin and Vassar colleges, recounts an instance where
a high school counselor introduced a group of candidates
with a list that contained the students' names
and SAT scores. "No wonder candidates feel their

4

scores and tattooed on their foreheads.and it is their
-fate to wander through life muttering at every turn, tit=

'I am a 510.'");. J. Fallows, "The Tests and the ''Brightese,"
The Atlantic, Feb. 1980, at 44. ("I haveyet to -meet,
a high school student. who did not .take the tests as
a measure ofhow 'smart' he was.") An excerpt from
the July 18, 1979 Chicago Sun-Times included in the
record of the 'truth in testing hepringd is also of
note. "College entrance exams-have replaced the draft
as perhaps he most important and mysterious rite
of passage for young people." Hearings 00 Testing,
supra n.7, at 666.

29 W.'Slack & D. Ppeter,'"Training, Validity, and
the Issue of Aptitudet A Reply to Jack.son," 50 Harv. -

Ed. Rev. 392, at 399 (1980). The authors are concerned
by the use of the word "aptitude" in the nameiof
the SAT. "(Situdents whQ have interpreted low SAT
scores as a reflection of their aptitude have been
seiously wronged; their .capacity to learn has been
disparaged and theit self-esteem endangered."

'30 .'See S. Thomson & N. DeLeonibus, Guidelines for
Improving SAT Scores (National Association of Secondary
School Princ/pals 1978).

31 R. Moll, Playing the Private College Admissions Game,,
146-47 (197911..

,
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indication .of the' quality of their school systems.32 Nationally,

as an ETS researcher has noted, "the average test score

has become a kind of-educational Dow-Jones index."33

/V. Federal Trade Commission Investigation of the Effect of

Coaching on Standardized Admission Tests

A. Focus' of the Investigation

The ,Boston Regional Office ("BRO") began its investiga-
,..

.

tion into the coaching issue when staff became aware of

commercial coaching school advertising claims regarding

the effectiveness of thpir programs in preparing students

to take a variety of standardizedadmssio6 tests. These

,

schools claimed to be able to improve students' scores

by,as much as 100 points. ,e t, ETS had. maintained that
.

coaching would 0.9.little.tp. improve students scores.
,

BRO was concerned that students interested in improving

their chances for admission to the college or graduate

school 'of their choice were wasting considerable time and

money in reliance on the coaching schools' claims of effec-

tiveness. Pursuant to Section 5 of'the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act, 15 U.S.C. 5'45, the Commission au,thorized the

-

ka

32 'See The Boston Globe, June 30, 1978, at 1, Col. 2.

33' Donlon, "Thd SAT: Past and Present," The College
Board RevieW\FaIl 1979, at 29.
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BRO to evalUate whether the.commercial coaching schools',

claims were unfair or deceptive.

BRO specifically examined twenty-two commercial coaching

schools, focusing on,thote schools that offered preparation

for the SAT ant /or the LSAT. - Staff evaluated voluminousdodu-

ments submitted by the schools to substantiate their claims of

effectiVeness4, In addition, in order to have an independent
r

assessment of the effectiveness of coaching, the SRO undertook

a statistical analysis-of the effectiveness of commercial

coaching fox boththe SW and the LSAT.

B. Findings of the IN= Regarding'the fectiVeness(bf Coaching
/

. The BRO analyzed an existing situation .comparing

the scores.of students who had voluntarily enrolled in

commercial coaching couvses with a group of control students

who had. chosen n6t.to enroll in those Bourses. Thus, the' 4

BRO study was not based on am experimental design; students.

were not randomly.assigned to coached and contpl,Troups:

The ,.coached sample was developed from the enrollment lists

submitted by the commercial coaching schools. :The control
. .

sample was developeci from ETS records of itudentt who lied

in the same geographical area and who had taken the same
.

.administration(srot the SAT or LSAT as the coached students,

.bdt who were, not identified as coaching sohool'enrollees.
4

In September o 3178, the 'RO submitted,itt memorandum on

the linvestigation -Ehe Federal Trade Commissiont's Bureau or

c.
15
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ConsuMPr Protection; BCP") in *ashington, D.C. In its memo-
.

randum,' BRO concluded that its statistical analysis showed

-that coaching was dramatically effeCtive for the SAT,31.

*bile the 1..SAI was seen to be'susc4tible to coaching in a-general

sense, Ehe re'Sults, showed areas where the effects were margin@1.3.5

The BCP reviewed the BRO's memorandum and found that the

statistical methodology utilized did not sufficiently control
,

for differ4nces between the coached and control groups

to permit the' co nclusions that had been reached. BCP undertook
,

, '.. 6

.a refined' statistical analysis of the data that had been

collected. The focus. of the reanalysis was to isolate
.

.
.

, ,

the effedt of coaching by controlling for a number of back- t
--,. . . ,

a ,gzound differences between the coached and control. groups
. ,

and by analyting the impact' of Selfselection, the fact
. , 0

that the'coachecrsiudents had vol'untarily deCided to attend
.

e

a commercial coachirk course. TheECP researchers con' uded ,

4

that the Boston data contained enough` background info ation,
'

*-

oh the SAT test takers-to perform a meaningfulreanalysis,

but that,sufficent informatfbn,was not available for _the LSRT.
_

The BCP reanalysis of.the SAT data found.that:coaching

cbuld have a significant:positiye impact on scores, thbugh

'34 Boston kegionai3Office, "Staff Memorandum, on the Effects
of Coaching on Standardized Admission Examinations"

.35

157 (September 1978).."

Id.

f.
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'

. the point value of the score impioveme

was smaller thaw that found by the BR

the researchers concluded that coathi

schools evaluated was effective .in r

average Of-apprimately 25 Obints.

verbal sections bf_the

t.found by the BCP
.

. In the BCP repoit,
6,

g at one o the two,

ising SAT scores by an '\

h on the mathematical and.

students at the effective

school tended to be underachievers Ion standardiied examinaiions,

and thus the issue, of whether othet students might also

benefit from coaching was' not resolved in the re0ort.37

The verb limited data sample iha wat available regarding
1 't

students at the effective. school:who were not underachievers
.

-indicated the possibility that they might also benefit'
'. 4

from coaching.38

36 Bureau of Consumer-Protection, "Revised Statistical
Analyses of Data Gathered by Boston-Regional,Office
;of the Federal Trade Commission" Executive Summary ,

. (March 1979) (hereinafter cited as BCP Reportl.,.
Because of sample size limitations, the BCP analyzed
data from only two schools.

Students who take the SAT for a second timepre expected
. to experiente score increases on average as'aresult
of practice- and growth. When references are made
in this report to score increases httribUtable to
coaching, tho,de increases are above and beycindwhat
ould otherwise be expected from such practice and
growth.

37 Id. As Used in the BCP Report, "underachieer" means
a student who scores lower on the standardized .test
than would have beenpredicted from socio-economic
and. demographic background-data.

38 ,Id.

17
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The Commission recognized the importance of haVing

the
studies in.the'pubicc domain and.released.both the

BRO and BCP .statistical analyses in May oi 1979. Underlying

data-for the .studies; contained on computer tapes, were

also made available ,through the National, Archives,.

C. The Significance of thePTCes Findings in Light of.
4

Prior Research
.

,

6

;
1 In corder ,to ,assess the significance of the concNsionsV

. .

reached in the BCP report, BRO, analyzed other research
.

.

the area. Whili%each diffe rent study on ' the effectiveness or,
c

coaching,. including the BCP study, must 'be evaluated in terms,
. .

_

of its own statistical, design' and litiltations, a number4of -%

studiei in addition to the latCP study do Point4to the effectimen

of coaching forLte SAT.

Many of the earlieit stud ids on coaching for the'SAT were
,

summarized by College Boarein a bookletentitled.EffeCts

Coaching on Scholastic Aptitude Test Scores, copyrighted in

1965 and again in 1968. The booklet explained that the
.

word "coaching" was used to refer* "to a variety of methods

used in»attempting to increase in avvelatiirely skirt

students' mastery of the particular skills, concepts,and

reasoning abilities tested by the OAT."39'. The booklet

t -- 39 College Entrance ExaMination,Board, Effects of
Coaching on Scholastic Aptitude Test Sdores 4 (College-
Entrande Examination Board 1968) (hereinafter Cited
as Effects of Coaching].

411111K
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4
included a lengthy statement by ,he Col ge Board trustees

issued as a result of. tie Studies testifying that "increases
$ %.

. .

fn scores on the SAT that may restyit from coaching are

.
4, .

.

, neqliglble.'01)

, . . . . .

A recent article in the.qarvaed Educational Review
0 .,..

t has questioned the. accuracy and completeness of that booklet.41
. .

4

The authors conclude that "there' is ample evidence that

vir

A

students cam successfully train for the SAT," and, that

.such evidence was avellable at the time the College Board

booklet was published in 1968.42

40, .Id. at 8.

W. Slack & D. PortqlE; "The' Scholastic Aptitude
Test: A' Critical Appraisal," 50 Marv. Ede Rev. 154,
at 155-.64 11980). , The authors assert that College-
"Board'failed to reference studies by Pallone (1961)
and Marron (19n). Id. at 158-59. The Marron studies
_involved hiqt school graduates who spent seven months
in private`' preparatory schools. The studies did not
inclbde control groups; Slack And Porter estimate
the(mean gains to have been 41.1 points' on verbal'
scores and 67.6 points,on matheiatical scores over
and above the gains.that would have been expected
frqm practice and growth. Id. at 159. The Pallone
study involved one propcam of 20 students in a six -
week`,, 90 minutes per day .program of verbal Instruction
and a 50 minutes per diy verbal program for 1e0. students
from September,to March. Again; no control groups were
included. Slack and Ppiter Stimate the skean gains
as 84.7 points op verbal for the six-week-program

e and 79.1 points on verbal for the longer course.
Id. at,158-59. The six-vieekPallehe study is discussed
Ildria at 23-24. ,

.... - 4 ""* .

00' I a. .

.
42 164. As note4'supra at n.6, ETS has responded

to the Slack and. Porter article. R. .Jacksbn, "The
Scholoastic Aptitude'Testi A Responqe to Sack and

A _. .

o
(Footnote Continued)
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Looking exclusively at the studies stimmarited by College

Board, one finds that for some groups of students and some
.

'forms of preparation score improvements of more than

points were reported. In one study, which involved tutoring

in groups of two' or three, coached students showed average

gains on the mathematical section of the SAT of about 21

points after approximately 18 hours of coaching and about

26 points after 36 hours.43 In '::}other study; one group

of students showed average gains of 18 points on the verbal

section after preparation on special exercises developed

.1
by ETS to resemble items on the test.44 Significant gains

-
on the matheeatical section were also reported in a third

ti

42 -(Footnote Continued) -

Porter's 'Critical Appraisal'," 50 Harv. Ed. rev.
382 (19805. As part of that response, Jackson asserts
that Slack and Porter failed "to draw clearly the
critical distinction between programs of short-term
drill and'practice designed to yield quick increases
in scores,, and longer-term educational programs designed
to have lasting effects." Id. at 383. Slack-and Porter
responded to the Jackson Article in "Tsaining, Validity,
and the Issue of Aptitude: A Reply to Jackson," 50
Harv. Ed. Rev. 392 (1980).

43 Effects of Coaching, supra n.39',;'at 18-21. The 18
and 36 hours of coaching included instruction directed
at both the mathematical'and verbal sections of the .test.

44. Id. at 14-17.
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y
study foc students not taking senior math, an average gain

of abo 29 points over the control group.45

Moreover, the studies summarized by College Boyd °may not

`all. be relevant to an analysis of more sophisticated coaching

coU,e_ses offUed to today'sSAT applicants. A 1972 study

sponsored by College Board noted two problems with earlier

studies in disbussing why further research,on coaching

for the-mathematical section of the SAT was. needed. First,

the instruction provided in the majority of the studies

was, "where its nature can be ascertained, rather, scanty.

There appeared to be little or no systematic attempt to

idehtffy the information and skills needed to perform well '...
.14
fon the test and t9pdevelop materials to meet these needs."18

. .

Second, 'most of the priOr research involved students at

the extreMes of the ability range rather than the more

heterogeneous group of students who now te0 the SAT07

The 1972 study itself involved sev'ed'week, 21.ho*;r,
.6

coaching programs for high school j -iniors at twelve schools.48

Detailed lesson outlines, and other instructional material

45 Id. at 12-14;

4k L: Pike & F.Evans, Effects ial Instruction
. for Three .Kinds of Mathematics Aptitude Items 4 (College

Entrance Examination Board 1972).

47 Id.

48 Id...at Abstract.
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developed by'ETp, were .$rovided to the instructors Who
. r / ,

were irai-gectil a tWq:zdayworkshop:49 The authors concluded
r /

that students oul 'be prepared with respect to each of

1.
the three typfts,Of math i tem formats evaluated in the study.

. .

Ie
so Besvits of the statistical analysis ,showed that

1
each of the three item formats was susceptible
to the special instruction specifically directed
toward it. The complex or nOlkel item formats
appeared to be more susceptible than the-relatively -

straightforward item format. Female volunteers
"I were found to be slightly less able mathematically

at the outset, and to benefit somewhat less from
, the ipstruction than male volunteers. Mean gains

Af'nearlY'a full standard deviation obtained
by.the groups instructed for the complex or novel
Formats were considered to be of practical consequence

'0 and likelyito. influence admissions decisions."'

Significantly, the results of the study were consistent for

all twelve schools"' One of the two authors, Lewis Pike,_
,

later explained iliva 1978 literature review of coaching

studit. that a judicious combinition of instruction for

the two item formats used at the time the, 1972 study was

cOndu_ted "would be expected to yield an iTI (short term

instruction] effect of about 33 points."52

.49' Jd. at 13 and.10.

50 .d at Abstract.

51 id..

et

b..

52 164Piice; Short-term Instruction, Testwiseness,_and
the,Bchplastic Ap itude Test; A Literature Review
With' Research R ommendations 16 (College Entrance
Examination Boa d Research and Develo ent heports,
77-78, NO. 2, J !wary 1978) thereinafter cited as
Literature Review]

f
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In th4 1978 literature review, which was published as a

College Board research and development report', Pike discussed 4

and analyzed both negative and positive findings in prior

studies-of short term instruction ("STI") for the mathe-.

matical ("SAT-M") and 'verbal ("SAT-V!) sections of the SAT.

The abstract for the review noted that discrepabcies "were

,
genera;lly resolved in favor of recognizing meaningful STi

0 -
,

effects for the SAT-M, but remain unresolved for the SAT --V. "53

Studies discugsed showing positive results for preparation

refeirant to the verbal section did point to at least the

possibility of meaningful verbal gains. In one study, conducted

by Pallone,. 20 students participated in a focused program

*_ of instruction on reading, vocabulary and logical reasoning

abilities for 90 minutes a day over six weeks.54 )Those students ;

4..

.

experienced,an,average gain of 98 points4on the verbal

section of the SAT.55 _Because the study did not include

a control group, Pike estimated the effedt of coaching

by subtracting the gain-one would have expected from growth

Nand practice. Pike estimated.that the instruction had

produced approkimately 60 point gains56

:

,53 Id..at i.

54, Id. at 19.

55 .1d. ,

56 Xd. Pike used 'the gains experienced by controls at
(gootnote Continued)
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In discussing thelle4aive and positive findings of the

verbal studies reviewed,, Pike noted that the mosit marked dif-

-. feredce Iptween the,Pallbne itudy and those with negative

' findings was the degree to which instruction in Pillone'i

study was subtantive and controlled:57 Pike also noted

some.generalconsiderations important to evaluating mixed

research findings. Because of the importance of such considerations

to. an understanding of the research on 'coaching, they are

quoted here.

Mote that, in principle, a single study showing- sub-
stantial positive gains cannot be countered ot
refutes by any.number of studies failing to get
positive results. The only near-exception would
occur in the event of a well-designed replication
study that failed to show similarly positive results.
In that case, there would be a discrepancy needing
further study and resolution. Similarly, would
be fallacious to infer, from mixed results across
studies on a topic such as STI effects, that across-
study inconsistencies justify the conclusiob that
there are no meaningful effects. Mixed results

o 'ctn ;Wean, as exemplified in Jacobs' (1966.) discussion
,of differences on ECT (English Composition Test)
score changes from one experimentargroup to another,.
that an effort should be made to find out-why instruction

. was effective in some places but not in others.-
This observation is particularly' rue when making
comparisons between studies in which little account
was taken of either examinee4Or.ins4tructional characteristics.
A third observatiop-is that there has been & considerable

56

57

(Footnote Continued)

the Bronx High School of Science as a rough (and probably
conservatively high) estimation of control subject
gains.' Id.

Id. at 60-61.

,24



emphasis in-most discussions of STI on the overall
magnitude of its-effects, with little consideration
given, especially when stating final..conclusiofts,
tO differences among examinees, among ST curricula,
o'r among item formats and other item characteristics.50

A recent paper, based on, research supported by the

College Board, sheds furtherlight on the postibility of

meaningful improvements from coaching for the verbal section'

of the SAT. The researchers,' Alderman and Powtrs, evaluated

special verbal reparation programs being offered in eight

secondary schools.59 The instructional content.of the

various programs was not controlled by the researchers;

-the effect of existing school programs was mea'sured.60

Most of the programs were extracurricular and only one

involved a program of over twelve hours.61 "Most schools,

followed a commercial review book in their classes; One public

school (school A) distiibuted teacher-mIde materials intended )

for use in tutoring individual students in a self-paced

"manner."62 The estimated treatment effects on the verbal sec-

58 Id. at 35-36.

59 D. Alderman & D. Powers, The Effects of Special
Preparation on SAT-VerbalScores, Abstract (College
Entran-e.Examinaton Board Research and Development
Reports, 78-79, No. 4, February 1979).

60 Id.

61 Id. at Table 2.

62 Xd. at 7.
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tion of the SAT ranged from +28.39 points to -2.75 points.63

The,ichool it which the 28 point gain was found was the

schoof that used the teacher-made materials described above.64

Thus, the BCP findings regarding the effectiveness

of coaching for both-the mathematical and verbal sections

, of the SAT are not an isolated instance of posltive

Other research, particularly studies which focused on comprehensive

, and better structured programs, also found positive effects

of coaching for the SAT.

D. SAT Descriptive Materials for 1979-80

n light pf prior research And the BCPIs findings

regarding the effectiveness 'of coaching for the SAT, the

staff of the,BAO met with ETS and College Board and undertook

a review of. SAT descriptive materials cegarding whether

the possible benefits of coaching had been properly disclOsed
4 °

by ETS and College. Board. ,The materials revieyed,included

pamphlets for both students and educators.

Perhaps the strongest criticism of coaching was an

excerpefrom the College Board's Effects of Coaching on

Scholastic Aptitude Test Scores booklet included in pamphlets

for counselors and admissions officers, in 1965 through 1968.65

i

.,.
1

1

63. Id. at Table-5. ,
. !

64 Id. ,at 7 and Table 5. ill.

65 College Board Score Reports: A Guide for Counselors
(Footnote Continued) i
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% The excerpt wavihe statement by the'trustees of'the College

Board referred to at pages 18 -19 supra.'

The trustees stated, that "The evidence collected leads

'us to conclude that intensive. drill for the SAT, either

ire on its verbal or, its mathematical, part, is at best likely

to yield insignificant increases in scores. The magnitudes

of the increases which have. been found vary slightly from

study ko study, but they are, always smell and appeak, to

be independent of ta particular method of coaching used

and of the level of ability of the students being coached."66

They expressed their beliet that coaching would not'result

in important score increases even if conducted under different

. .

.

.

.

circumstances and with different students from those in

earlier studies.67

65 .(Footnote Continued)

and AdmisOons Officers 52-54 (College Entrance Examination
Board 1965) (hereinafter cited as 1965 Guide); College
Board Score Re orts: A Guide for Counselors and Admissions
Officers 51-54 College.Entrance Examination Board
1966) hereinafter cited as 1966 Guide); College
Board Score Reports: A Guide for Counselors and Admissions
Officers 56-58 (College Entrance Examination Board
190) [hereinafter cited as 1967 Guide) ; College Board
Score Reports: A Guide for Counselors and Admissions
Officers 57-59 (College Entrance Examination Board
968} hereinafter cited as 1968 Guide).

66 1965 Guide at 52; 1966 Guide at 52; 1907 Guide at
56; 1968 Guide at 57.

67 , 1965 Guide at 53; 1966 Guide at 52; 1967 Guide at
"57; 1968 Guide at 58.

;
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Referedcesto coachingere harsh. The trustees noted

that parents had "demanded that the schools divert teaching

energy and time to a kind of drill that is obnoxious to

educators of every philosophy. N68 They closed their nine

paragraph:statement by noting that they were most concerned

because they saw "the educational'process unwillingly corrupted

in some schools to g'in ends svihich we believe to be not /

only unworthy but, ironically, unattainable."69

ThOugh this harsh criticism of coaching was modified .

in dater years, even the 1.979-80 materials continued to

. indicate that special preparation was unlikely to be of

significant benefit.

The student guide, Takin§ the SAT, simply explained
.

(
4,.,

that: v

The vserbal and mathematical abilities measured
by the SAT develop over years of study and'practice.
Drilling or last-minute cramming probably will
not do much to prepare you for the test. However,
if you are not taking a mathematics course, a
review of mathematics concepts, such as those
given in this bdoklet, will be useful."

68

69

70

1965 Guide at 53; 1966 Guide at 52; 1967 Guide at
56; 1968 Guide at 58.

1965 Guide at 54; 1966 Guide at 53 -54; 1967 Guide
at 58; 1968 Guide at 59 (Footnote omittiN17WEEE
reference.) .The footnote explained that the statement
had been prepared ".for the information and advice
of schools and colleges that had expressed concern
about test coaching."

Educational Testing Service, Taking the SAT 3 (College
Entrance Examination Board 1978).

28
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Students were told that studying the satple questions, di-

rections and explanati4s provided in the guide, which
. s4,

included a complete sample test, would help them prepare

for the test.7l:

The Student Bulletin 1979-1980 addressed the'coaching

questidh in three sentences.

Before the test date, read, the appropriate descriptive
booklet, Taking the SAT or About the Achievement
Tests, which will give you a better.undi@rstanding
of the test. 'Studies have shown that cramming
does not raise scores, but knowing what to 'expect
can be helpful. A good night's sleep and a nourishing
breakfast before you take a test are also helpful:72'

The 1979 -80' pamphlet for high School guidance counselors

and college admissions officers, ATP Guide for High Schools

and Colleges 1979-81, did include a lengthier distussion

regarding special preparation. The educator pamphlet stated

that:

Over the past 25 years, the College Board has
conducted many studies, on the effect, of special
preparation programs on SAT score results and
has supported the independent investigation of
the topic by others.. These, studies consistently
seem to demonstrate that "coaching," in the sense
of intensive drill on sample test questions,
does not lead to any significant improvement
in students' scores. Special Preparation of
other kinds', however, may be helpful to ,some
students.

71 Id.

72 Educaeional Testing Service, Student iqaletin. 1980,
at 13 (College Entrance Examination Board 1979).
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It isrespedially important for all students to
be familiar with the various types of questions
in advance of the test. Students should know
what the testis about and how it is structut4d,
how to make the most efficient use of time limits,'
how to "attack" the different kinds of questions,
and when an "educated" guess using partial knowledge
is sensible. gtudents'w,ith such skills Anyi knowledge
about test taking are able to perform to the
best of their ability. For this reason students
should be .encouraged to study the mater 0l in
Taking the SAT carefully and to complet,e ehe
sample test that is included. Schools/may choose
to assist students in the process thrOugh group
meetings and discussion sessions to emphasize
the importance of this preparation./

4:11
Researth continues to .show that a teview of inathematics
concepts may be beneficial for students who are
not enrolled in a mathematics coVrse at the time.
the SAT is administered. Under such circumstances,
the review supplements previque.classroom instruction
in mathematics. Some students/do load lives
without significant exercise /in complex mathematical
thought, and a review of matXematics concepts
may, therefore, serve to shpirpen the mathematical
reasoning ability of these/students. Verbal
reasoning, on the other hand, is an inescapable
part of our daily lives; 'hot surprisingly, verbal
reasoning ability as met iured by the SAT has
not been shown to be asrresponsive to similar
Mitructional efforts/3

Givenothe'BCP's findings And the previods studies

which did find significant boitive.effects from coaching,

the analyses of coaching cOntai.ned in the 1979-80 SAT materials

.did not appear to fully apprise students or educators of
,

the possible benefits of coaching. The Commission stiared.

73 Educational Testing Service, ATP Guide for High Schools
-,- and Colleges 1979-81 13 (College' Entrance Examination

Board 1979) (citations omitted).
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staff's Concerns about the apATent inconsistencybeween
,

t.

the SAT materials and the research on ookohing. Staff was

author zed 'to bring these concerns directly to the attention

of b th ETS and the College Board 'and to offer the' organizations(

an apportunity to respond.

Both organizations responded to the Commission's_ inquiry.

w
TS submitted a copy of ssrtport,on coaching now published

in,a booklet entitled The Effectiveness of Coaching for
,

the SAT: Review and Reanalyis of Research from the Fifties

to the FTC ("ETS Report").74 college Board sqbmitteda
.

memo it had sent to the members of..the College Board,- as

well as SAT descriptive materials for the 1980-81 testing year.

E. ETS Report

In addition to lengthy and'detailed analysis of the

BCP study, the ETS Report includes a review of studies regard-

ing coaching for the SAT conducted before the BCP iOdy.75

>4:

'74 Messick, S., The Effectiveness of Coaching; for the
SAT: Review and 'Reanalysis of Research frOwthe Fifties
to the FTC (Educational Testing Service 1980) [hereinafter
cited as ETS Report].

75- The review of coaching studies includes estimates of
the "adjusted average score increases" for ,the Marron
and, Pallone studies. For the Pallone proiOms the
edtimates are 81 pointincreases on verb.ilfor the
90 minutes per day six-week program and 68 points
on verbal for the'daily 50 minute, six-month program.
For the Marron studies, the weighted average6increases
were 35 points on verbal and 54 points on math. ETS
Report, supra n.14, at 10-13 and Tabli 11-2 on, 25.

I
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, - t"
We will not here review the en/Are 135 page"repOrt, but

. do wish to comment on a few df the issues raised by STS

regarding the BCP1s analysis. .

Many of ETS'is comments focused on the fact; that the ,

BCP study was not based on an experimental design.76

As noted 'supra, the BCP did not, identify students and then

randomly assign them to a group that would be coached and

a group that would serve as a control. Rather, the BCP

evaluated students who.* had voluntarily, sought out commercial

coaching and compLed theie with a control
-

group. While

ETS acknowledges that'the BCP's analytical design did control

for a number of background faetors that could be associated

with self-selection, EtS emphasizes. that it is impossible

to know and control for all background differences and

all possible Impacts of self-selection.77

ETS argues that the impact of self-selection is most

likely to mean that the BCP's results overstate theef-

fect of coaching, that whatever factoricotivated students,

to take a coaching course make it likely 'that such studehts

would have done better on the SAT even in the absenceq......:___

coachihg.78 The Report, does refer to the possibilitylthat-the

76 See, e.g.,1ETS Report, supra n.74, at 3 and.33.,

.7! ETS Report, supra n.74, at 32-33%

78 id. at 61.
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impact of self - selection causes not controlled for by either'

15 the SCP. or WS analys'es could be 'to underestimate the actual

effect79.
1

In considering the self-selection issue i, it s-importaixt

to, remember, that, in .addition to hali'ing controlled for a

var rety of badkg round factor's such:as g rades and sported

family income, the BCP egamined the data for/ 1.1;.possiblitay "

of one likely reason that students would seek .commercial

coaching - whether' the coached students had performed, below'
. ;

their expectations on pr.ior testing.80 The concern was

that the 'lower than expected .prior test scores'might be

. a statistical accident hd4hat such students would thu;1

perform better on sum guent .testing regardless of coaching.

The BCD's analysis did inplicate that the coached students

at the of were underachievers on standardized

%

tests, but also found that those students would, probably .

7.

have continued to underachieve in the absence of coachifig.

Thus the BCF concluded "that its estimates of coaching

effectk,, approximately 25.points on each of the two sections

* of the exam, did Apt have to be ad5usted.81
. ..1,i ,

.1 .r
,

..
fr -1..........,

) 4

. 1

e

a f

Id.at 59. .

RA BCP Rebort, supra n.36, at 24-34.

81 BCP Report, supra n.36, at 34.
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After the general commentary on the BCP study, the

ETS Report presents:the result`
**

of two major statistical

, reanalyses undertaken by ETS. One, conducted by W.F.Ty

Stroud, used a statistical model similar to the BCP model

but with certain additions and modifications, and also included

data from' a third coaching._eghool which the BCP tad not

s° evaluated' because of its small sample dis Stroud also

investigated the interaction between the side of the coaching

effects at the two ]largest c6aching schools and certain

background data,444p as race and Income .83

the Stroud analysis tonfirms fhe BCP's estimate of

effects. Stroud found what he termed "combined coaching/self-

selection" effects of about 20-33 polhts for the mathematical

section and 27-34 points for the verbal section fot students

at'the effective schoo1.84 These results closely parallel

the BCP's finAngs.of an average coaching effect at that

school of approximately 25 points on each of the two sections

of the 'test. Stroud found degligible and inconsistent

-.effects at the other two schools .85 At the larger of those
. * .

,

*

.,210 -

,!5 ',ETS Report, supra- n.74, at 3. .. (

83 \\\-- Id. at 1. The-Stroud.analysis is discussed
t at pages 43-51-of the ETS Report and set forth in

. `.,Appendix 2., . - .
V

': 84 Id.'at 46.

'. 85 Id.' at.46.

- .
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two schools, Stroud did find interactions between both

race and reported parental income and the "pbmbined coachikg/self-,

s4ection" effect on the verbal section of the exam.86

, The second reanalysis, conducted by bbnald Rock, applied

a statistical model which is designed to take into account

any diffeiential rates of growth in SAT scores for the

coachedand control groups.87 He identified groups of

coached (at the'effective school) and control studkits

for whom scores' were available on the Preliminary Scholastic

Aptitude Test ("PSAT") and two administrations of-the

SA1.88 The growth rates beween the PSAT. and the first

SAT, were determined for both groups.' Rock found that the

coa and control groups were growing at virtually. ihe

same rate' on the mathematical section of the tests, but

that the coached group was growing faster "thaw the control

group regarding the verbal 4ction.89 Rock assumed that these

growth, rates, absent coaching, would continue unchanged be-
,

tween the first and second administration of the SAT." The

86 . Id. at 47-51. sir

,87 Id. at 3-4. The Rock analysis is diicusted
at pages 53-59 of the ETS Report 4nd set forth in
Appendix 3.

88 Id. at 54.

89 Id. at 55-57..

90 Id. at 57.
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,growth Msdel was then used to estimate the coaching effect

vAiilekontroVing fox the difference. in growth rates.
.. ,.

Rook found thAt if one assumed .that the coaching took place,

on average, midway between the first and second administrations

of'the SAT, the effects were approximately 30 points on

thg mathematical scores, and. 11 points on the verbal scoies.91

HoWever;'ff one assumed-that the' coaching took place immediately

after, the first administration of the SAT, the effect was

;boat 31 points on mathematical scores' and,17.points on

verbal 92

Rock
4 noted that it was more. likely for students to

obtain cpach4pg as close to the second administration of the

SWIt poitib,11, and.hus :concluded that the 11 point figure

was Ooliably more accurate- than the 17 point, figure in

assessing thei0eAal effect.9 In 'discussing the Rock

Analysis in the Overview of the ETS Report and in a paper

entitled "The Effdeti:Gnesi of Coaching for the.SAT: RevieW

and Reanalys1v.of Reseach from the Fifties to the PtC,.7,-
)

Summary of Issues and Results" dilneminated at the end

of May.,'ETS.discUzsed only Rock's. 11 point finding regarding

91. Id :14 57-58.

92 ' Id. a 57-58.

0

Id. ate 132.
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,the verbal section of the t4't.94 , The assumption about

the timing of the coaching/seeds reasonable since students

are likely to believe that the closer the preparation is

to the test In questiop/e the'mOrelikely One is able to

,best'utiliie the training. But, the assumption makes it
,

difficult to understand why the effect was found to be

smaller if the dbiting took place cloter in time to the
c

test in question.

Substantial efforts.were made by FTC staff and consultants

to replicate the computations that led to Rock's 11 point

Beoatise these effqrts were unsucAssful, the

e BRO requesied'an explanation of and support for the 11

-point finding. Shortly after the BRO inquiry, ETS publithed

an Errata Sheet concerning the Rock analysis. In the Errata,

ETS .abandoned its reliance on the 11 point finding and

adopted instead the higher 17 point finding' for the verbal

section of the test. Because the FTC's efforts to replicate

the-11 point -finding were unsuccessful and publication

Of the Errata came shortly after the BRO inquiry, Commission

staff concludes that the 11 point finding was due to,a con-
.

. ceptual or computational error.

94 Id. at 4; S. Messick, "The Effectiveness of Coaching
for the SAT: Reviex and Reanalysis of Research frOm
the Fifties to Ale FTC - SuMmary of Issues and Results"
5-6 (Undated).
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In.considering even the 17 point finding, at least

one observation. should be kept in mind. The Rock analysis

is based on the assumption that the coached group, who

did start out with higher scores than the control group,.

if
would have continued to grow at the same faster pace absent

coaching. While the assumption of linearity is not unreasonable,

it is impossible to verify its accuracy.95 It is at least

possible that in the absence of coaching, the coached groups'
I

learning would hive peaked or at least tapered off between

the first and second administrations of the SAT, in which

case Rock's 17 point finding underestimates the coaching

effett. Finally, regardless of whether the verbal effect
r

was the 17 points found by Rock, the 27-34 points found

by Stroud oit-the approximately 25 points found by the BC?, .

the effects estimated through all the analyses are significant.

F. SAT Descriptive Materials for 1980-81

As noted earlier% the College Board provided the Commission

with copies of the new descriptive materials on the SAT

for 1980-81. Of most significance is a new statement on

coach" g, distributed to secondary schools this fall, entitled
(I4

"Six'
/
/Points about Special Preparation for the SAT. A Message

)

95 Other researchers have commented on possible problems
presente(lby the linear growth, model.' A. Bryk, J.
Strenie1 H. Weisberg, "A Method for Estimating Treatment
Effects whew Individuals are Growing" 5 J. of Educational
Statistics 5, at 25-28 (1980).

4s
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.to Students" ("Six.Points Message "),. This message is a

much more comprehensive statement on coaching than has

-been provided for students in the past. It makes clear

(that there are different types of special preparation offered

in.different settings and acknowledges that different results

may occur. The message includes the following discussion,

of studies on the effects of coaching.

Stddies of special pre.P.RiIion programs carried on
in many high schools show various results averaging
about 10 points for the verbal section and 15 points
for the mathematical over and above the average increases
that would otherwise be expected froniintellectual .

growth and practice. In other programs.results have
ranged from virtually no improvement in scores'to

//,/ average gains as, high as 25-30 points for particular
groups of students or particular programs. Recent
studies of commercial coaching have shown a similar
range o %results.

Thus, while the message still presents the average of effects

found in studies of some number of high 'school programs,

it does.go.onto note that studies of other programs have

shown greater increases. Perhaps most important is the

fact that the message Acknowledges that improvements,as

high as 25-30 points on a section of the SAT are possible.

While the statement may' not reflect the very upper limits

found in studies such as Pallone, it is far superior in

its'breadth and detail than earlier statements-made in

i the SAT descriptive materials..

Unfortunately, statements regarding coaching in the

1980-81 versions of neither the bulletin nor guide for students

39
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nor the guide for counselors and admissions .officers parallel

the Six Points Message. These materialsAppear to lump

previous studies together to come up with a 10 point coaching

,eftect for verbal and 15 points for math." ,Even if thesi
AO *,

numbers were 'produced by a fairly computed averaging of

all prior studies, the number tells students and educators.
.

little. Students who wish to properly prepare themselves

for college admissions are not interested in such statistical

averages. While they have a need to know that some formh

of special preparation have been shown to be of little

effect, they have a right to know that other studies have

shown significant positive improvements. It is essential

that students be provided with enough infOrmation to make

ih

96 Educational Festing.Service, Student Bulletin 1980-1981,
at 12 (College Entrance Examination Bohrd 1980); ,

Bducatibnal Testing Service,Taking the SAT 3 (College
Entxane Examination Board 1979); Educationa Testing
Service, ATP Guide for High Schooksband Colleges,
1979-81, at 13 (College Entrance Examination BoA.rd
1980). The 10 point verbal effect and 15 point math
effect may be based on only certain coaching studies.
For in summarizing prior research, the ETS Report
notes that "the average coaching effect across studies
having some type of control group was less than 10
points for SAT-Verbal and le.ss than 15 points for
SAT-Math." ETS Report, supra n.74, at 29. These
estimates doW6FTITETUde the BCP findings ,or the findings
of studies which did not have control groups. With
,respect to the latter, the ETS Report states: "The
provisional estimate" of average program effects for
these noncontrolled studies was 38 Kints for Verbal
and 54 points foe Math." ETS. Report, supra n.74,
at 29.

40
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an intelligent,decision about whether to seek special preparation.

Similarly, but perhaps even more importantly, it is essential

that educatOrs who rely on the test to advise and to make

admissions decisions be I fully informed about this important
.

topic.

By letter to staff of the Commission, College Board

has indicated that it intends to revise the bulletin for

students and other appropriate SAT materials for the 1981-

82 testing year to include the Six Points Message or its

equivalent. It is hoped .that 0 making future revisions

the College Board continues on the course toward full in ormation

begun by the Six Points Message.

V. Implications of the Federal Trade Commission Finding

on Coaching

In the course of the investigation, especially in light

of the results of the BCP study, it became clear that many

educational policy questions are raised by a finding that

coaching for a standardized admission test such as the SAT

can be effective. Perhaps'the most fundamental question is

simply "Why?' The research "Conducted to date does not provide

an answer to the question. The focus of coaching studies

has'been on whether coaching is effective rather than'whi,.

In its recent report, ETS recognizes that a finding

that coaching could substantially improve scores would

1
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have importint educational implications.87 ETS also recognizes

the question of "why" coaching might. work as an important

one.

One -key issue is the extent to which increased test
scores attributable to coaching may represent stable
long-term improvements in the verbal' and mathematibal
reasoning skills measured by, the SAT pr instead, reflect
the overcoming' of inadvertent sources of test difficulty
unrelated to these reasoning skills, such as difficulty
associated with test anxiety ,and unfamiliarity with
different item formats and test-taking strategies.88

1. As ETS sees the issue, the question is whether the score im-

provements the substance of the test or the test's

construction. tg

Lewis Pike, in the1978fliterature review discussed supra

at pages 22-25, notes in somewhat more detail' the possible

ways that coaching could affect scores.99 Through instruction

regarding the basic skills that the SAT is designed to '

measure, the student could be better prepared to demonstrate

the underlying knowledge and reasoning abilities, he /she

has already acquired during years of formal schooling .100

4

Though students may have a wide base of knowledge of those

skills being tested, coaching might help to improve scores

97 ETS Report, supra n.74, at 4, 61-67.

98 Id. at 4.

0 Literature Review, supra n.52, at,71.

100 /d.

kt.

*a
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by filling in any gaps between that underlying base and
. ,

the actual test,content.101 Instruction in testwiseness

skills could help the students achieve a better score by

familiarizing them with-the item formats, and by explaining

test strategiesidstuch as when to guess on the basis of .

limited information:102 Coching,could help by reducing students'

anxiety level or by helping them to cope efficiently with

a timed test format.1°-3,
vitt

At least one other explanation for possible scorp,

improvements is that coaching could teach students how

to answer questions tn. the test without any underitanding

of the skills which are .being tested. For example, a test

might contain extraneous clues that the student could use

to select the corrdct answer. However, as ETS notes in

its report, in a well designed test such .extraneous clues
A

should be rare.104

The answer to why coching may be effective is important

in determining the implications of coaching for test validity,

First, what are the implications for validity if coaching is

improving the skills" the SAT is designed to measure? In ETS's

101 Id.

1
102 Id.

103 ,/d. w
104 ETS Report, supra n.74, at 65.

Or
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view, if any improvement in scores is r lated to long-term

imprOvementt in the underlying skill being measured, then the
.

possIbility of such improvements dies not invalidate the

SAT.105 But, such imprdvements ay say something about the

skills being measured by the st. The authors of the 1972

coaching study discussed su' a at pages 21 khd 22 addressed

this issue. "(Ilf specia instruction were found to influence

SAT scores substantiall th; validity of the test would be open

to question, since i is intended to be a measure of relatively

stable attributes eveloped over a long period of time h106
.

Skill
.
rela d coaching whih affects something other than

/

long-term improvements should also be considered. If coaching
/

is serving a review function, then a well reviewed student's

score is/likely to be a better indicator of the student's ac-

tual potentia1.107 On the other hand, if the student is learn-

ing the skills being tested, but retains them only long enough
/

to perform well on the test, the test's ability to predict fu-

ture academic performance may be reduced.

Also to be considered are implications for test

validity if coaching can help students to improve-scores

105 Id. at 4, 62-63.

106
. Pike & F. Evans, Effects of Special Instruction

for Three Kinds of Mathematics Aptitude Items 4 (College
Entrance Examination Board 1972) (citations omitted).

X107 Literature Review, supra n.52, at 71.
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without a concomitant improvement in underlying skills.

Alderman and Powers noted n their 1979 review of verbal

coaching programs two possible implications.

To the extent that special preparation fog an aptitud\
test leads to scorlehanges unrelated to the criterion
(e.g:, college gra6;point average or,4-all performance),
that preparation actually impairs thg-test!s usefulness
as avredictor of later spccess.. On the other hand,
when a test contains unu?ual or unfamiliar item types,
special preparation may help students in attaining
scores more indicative of their ability. 108,

The question thei: is whether instruction in testwiseness

is permitting the students to somehow obtain inflated scores,

or simply to better demonstrate their underlying abilities.

In the first case, validity is questioned ,109 Ili.th4 second

case, at least-for those studentsi.scores, it is not.110

In assessing the question of test validity, however,

it is important to consider not only the validity of the

108 0. ;Alderman, & D. Powers, The Effects. of Special-
, Prgparation on SAT - Verbal Scores 1-2 (College Entrance.

Examination Board Research and Development Reports,.
78-79, No. 4, February 1979).

109 The ETS Report notes that "if improved test wiseness
leads to test scores that are inaccurately high, the,
interpretive validity of the test would be diluted
and lteDredictive validity eopardized." ETS Report,

-supra n.74, at 63.

110
1

t.

The ETS Report not that: "1,f improved test wiseness
increases test s res that were inaccurately lbw because
of constru elevant difficulty, a more accurate
assessment of ability level would result and the predictive
value of the test should be enhanced." ETS Report;
supra n.74, at 63.
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coached" student's score, but .also the validity of coOpiring

the scores of different. students. Is it appropriate to

compare the score of a coached student with the score of

an uncoached student? The question is particularly

impoktant because the materals reviewed during the FTC's

investiOtion indicate that all students do not have equal

access to.caaching.

As noted supra, tuition costs at commercial coaching

schools can be high. With costs of up to $300 for an SAT

course, many students are clearly priced out of that market.
,

The BCP's ana sis of {the coached and uncoached students

includ n its study indicates that it is the more affluent

student hat is likely to be' coached at commercial schools.

The BCP found a .statistically.sighificant difference in

the parental incdmes of the coached and uncoached student

groUps it evaluated. 111., Over forty percent of the coached

studehts reported paredtal incomes of $30,000 or more,
, ..

i

while the 'Comparable figure for the uncoached students

was only slightly over seventeen percent.112 Further evidence

11
of the likely cio-ecOnomic split between coached and

uncoached SAT test takertis found in the BCP's analysis

of the type of high. schools the students attended. Approximately

111 _BCP Report, -supra n.36, at 8.

112 Id.

46
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seventy -flve percent of. the uncoached students atteAded,
.

public scVfoOIS, 4h1e only aboutlifXy-five percent'of

.
.

the coached group were public sc hool,students.113
,

We also suspect that secondary schools with A sm3..l
4, ..

percentage p£ college bound students are lest likely"to :,

have the resources to offeitest:Preparation courses to

, thei?:studenti.. Wealthier high schools may hive the
N . P

1

If' capacity to offer precisely the type of intensive review
h . 'Ai . :

"that hqs been shown to be effec ,Yive in raising scores, while
.

, financially pressed schools may not.
O

..Thstquesgon.of access takes on added significance if.

%.

whatever benefit coaching confers are deOendent,on the charbc-
.

teristics of the studentI themselves.. .For it is at feast pos- -

--1, 0 44(
sible that the Students molt" in need of ,training may hA'S the

least access to it. For'exampl,e,',,if instruction in 4...4

.
,

testwiWitess sk=ills is effettiye, the students most in n'ded'i5f
t ,

such initructionsmay be those who have,had the lea'seewposurs.

to' multiple- choice format examfnations_prior to taIng the ,\
.A.

N.. __

.0
... I, h/

° SAT. Stddents at schools in wealthy neighborhoods arse more.
de-

)014
.1 .

likely Oan'therf lnnef city school counterparts to have been
..

.

expoiedye0,,a ,nu of multiple-choice standSrdzed tests* 1

before taking the AT:344

4,

: 113 .Id. at 9.

114 Hearings on Testing, supra n7, at 687 (Testimony
p .

47.
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The Stroud 'analysis findings of an interadtion between
. .

. ,

0-
reported parental

-
income' and' the "combined coaching/self,

z.

selection" effect on the verbal section of the SAT also

deserve further inquiry. The ETS Report suggests two poSsible
. .

explanations for why students' reporting lower parental
. .

. , . . .
.

income experienced- greater score increases, after attending
0

.

a coaching programothan did those reporting higher parental
ti

' income/ One of the explanations suggests that econom ically

disadvantaged students.have the most to gain from such

coSching. .

Since students with lowdfam.ily incomes may have had
.less access to learnin4 resources at either home,or
school, this interaction might have arisen because
some of theme bhoie to attend coaching school as a
limited-cost effort to gain short-term intensive "access
to such resources, which. they then used to good compensatory
effec 015

The, rival hypothesis referred to the self-seleCtion

6sues4: motivation was responsible for thi score in-

creases rather than the Coaching rograw itself.

fSfince both motivation and fifiancial means are probably
Instrumental in deciding whether or not to attend
a'commercial coaching school, it is not'unreasonable
that coaching school enr011ees havintylower than average

114 (Footnote Continued)

of Alttea Simmons,- Director, Washington-Bureau' of
the tallional.Associationrfor the Advancementlof'Colored
people)-

.115 ETS'Reporti. supra n,74, at 48.

h

48\/
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financial means might have especially strong motivation
to performie11:1116

Stroud's finding of an interaction between race and

the "combined coaching/self-selection" effect onerbal

scores, where the "coaching/self-selection" effect was

larger for blacks than for nonblacks, also raises interesting

questions about dilferential coaching impacts.111 While

-the sample size-evaluated was very small, the report notes

that bicadse of the sith of the effect and its statistical

significance, further research is clearly necessary .118,

In a recent, presentation at an American Psychological

.Association symposium, Lewis Pike presented his analysis

of the equity of accesi issue:119 He noted that whin coaching

works,.and there Is unequal access, a profound unfairness.

is dons to thi students without access. He also noted

"'that for students who were coming from already disadvantaged

eddcational backgrounds, any lack of preparation-in how

to cope with a test constituted a - double jeopardy.

--116 Id.

117 Id. at 3, 48-51.

--118 Id.at 51.

119 Paper presented on September 1, 1980, in Montreal,
Canada, at the American Psychological Association
Sympodidm.on Truth in Testing Lelislation. Mr. Pike,
who had served asan ETS researcher for a number of
years, is now with the National Institute of Education
of the Department of Education.

4 9
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ETS has also commented on the equity of access issue,

making some 'Distinction on the basis oi1/4what the coaching

program. is.accOmplishing. If a coaching program could improve

*underlying skills, then the issue of equity.of access
sr

"is thus, similar to the issue of equity of access to

effectiOe school programi or effeCtive life mperiences.

Thus, coachipg or special preparation programs producing .

increased test scores by improving the abilities measured

...would have important.implAcations for educational practice

and pc41policy," 120 If a coaching progrim could be effective

because. of the testwiseness troiming given, then the issues

.

of equity of access are also important, but the implications

revolve around testing practice. ETS ipuld then recommend

that any difficulty related to the"format of the trt be

reduced and that.SObstantial efforts be made to;--iiaease

test familializatron.and testwiseness.121
p

The final issue then, which ETS's comments have raised,

is what steg should be taken i.coaching is effective' :

1

4

3

but access is riot open' to a/1 students. EeforA:Oursuing
.

,
.

the options thdt ETS has AruggeXed'i,or others, it iA first' .

..

.

\important to fully, understand thepkeciSe skills and knowledge
.

Jthat the-SAT is in fact testing4.'to: evaluat the value' ,

411/11," t.64-65:ETS Report, supra n.74," a
/-

i 2 0

121 "Itt 65-64..
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of developing such skills and knowledge, and to evaluate

the value of training students to demonstrate those skills

on any particular examination.122' Further research and

analysis are clearly necessary before answers can be found

to the many imfortaht educational questions raised by a

finding that coaching can be .effective.

VI. Conclusion

The purpose of the FTC's investigation has been to

assure that the various organizations.involved in the standardized

testing industry accurately explain the effelEtiveness of

coaching. Progress has been made and staff is continuing

to monitor the market to see tht full and fair disclosure

become's the norm.

In the course of its investigation, the FTC staff

.Ras produied an- important study regarding the effectiveness

* of commercial coaching for the SAT. However, the investigation

could not and has nbt attempted to resolve the many educational

122 These questions implicitly include questions regarding
the predictive validity of the test noted sura at
.n.6 and the possibility of racial, cultural UNeconomic
bias. See, e.g., Hearings on Testing, supra n.7,
at 545-55 (Statements of James Loewen, Director,
Center for National Policy Review, School of Law,

,
V Catholic University of America). ,Further, the value

ofmurtiple7choice'aptitude arlr-achievement tests
, has been criticized because such- tests .do not measure

. motivation: or creativity, and concern, raised about
..

.
Whether they properly recognize the talents of the

.er deep and subtle thinker'. B. Offman,.The Tyranny.
.

.
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of TOing 91;1401 (196/). .
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policy questions raised by a finding that coaching for a

standardized admission test such as the SAT can be effective,
4

Researchers have only begun to address these'questions.

We have di%cussed some of them here to encourage experts

involved in the field to invest their expertise and resources

to find appropriate answers.. '
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